How I Got into This
Toward a Social History of the Guitar in America
Peter Danner

In this article, Peter Danner provides a new introduction to his articles on the American
“parlor guitar,” published in Soundboard between 1977 and 1991 and republished with minor
revisions in this issue. Links to each article are provided in the notes.

The first guitar I ever had was a Roy Rogers
Special sent to me by a favorite aunt. It really wasn’t
playable, but I was only seven at the time, and it went
well with my cap gun and cowboy hat. This only
enhanced my image of the singing cowboy and his
trusty guitar as actual symbols of the frontier West,
not the fantasy world of Hollywood westerns. I pictured the guitar much the same way clear through
high school, while I was going through my Burl Ives
and Woody Guthrie phase, as others related more to
the Bing Crosbys and Frank Sinatras of those prerock-’n’-roll days.
I entered college in 1953 as a history major with a
year of classical guitar under my belt. I blame George
Frideric Handel for making me change my major
after hearing the power of his music, when my roommate dragged me to a Messiah
rehearsal. I came to musical academia quite the musical outsider, but I applied myself.
I learned to read bass clef (All Cows Eat Grass) while my classmates were learning
to transpose their C clefs. I took beginning piano while they practiced their Chopin
études. Josquin, Bartók, Schoenberg, the entire field of classical music was mine to
explore! Since I played the guitar a little, they told me to learn about lutes.
A first-rate performer I would never be, but eventually I was able to link the guitar
to my twin interests of music and history. I find innovators to be the ones who look
to the future and imagine what we can achieve. Historians, on the other hand, tend
to look to the past to see how it is we got to where we are. This looking requires
source material, and it is here where music historians often work at a disadvantage.
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Music implies sound. Yet any sound source created before the advent of recorded
reproduction is lost forever, unless it has been passed down through oral tradition or
preserved in some form of musical notation. From my guitar lessons, I learned there
had been European guitar composers like Sor and Carcassi who actually wrote their
notes down just as piano composers had done, so that, though their performances
died with them, musical notation was able to preserve what they and their students
had played.
Fast forward to 1975, the year America was getting ready to celebrate its bicentennial. As part of the festivities, publishers and record labels were coming out with
albums of early Americana, rediscovering composers from America’s past like Foote,
Gottschalk, Falwell, and Joplin. I remember thinking, Too bad the US doesn’t have
any guitar music like this, so we guitarists could take part in the fun. I had just been
through Frederic Grunfeld’s widely read The Art and Times of the Guitar (1969),1 and
he was still focusing on the American guitar of oral tradition: the open range, the
blues, and jazz. Lovely and certainly meaningful—these sounds would eventually
conquer the world—but the sources they spring from have been lost in time and I
sensed they were only part of the story. Even a few years later, Tom and Mary Anne
Evans were still reducing the history of the guitar in the United States as played from
notation (i.e., the classical guitar) to a single sentence, to focus on sound recordings
of the earliest blues greats (Charley Patton, Son House).2 The guitar of America’s
past had become a cultural icon, but it must surely also have an earlier, more tangible
paper trail.
And then, in October that year, I found myself in Cleveland at an ASTA convention. Paul Cox was there, and we were tipped off that piles of discarded sheet music
were buried in the basement of an old music store on Euclid Ave.—maybe even
some guitar stuff. It was dusty down there. The ceiling sagged under the weight of
tarnished cornets and euphoniums, silent relics of earlier days when every town and
hamlet prided itself on having its own brass band. Old accordion and ukulele music
lay under piles of forgotten foxtrot hits from the thirties. Then, under a Roy Smeck
ukulele method, I spotted what was clearly a guitar piece, because it was part of a
series called Popular Selections for the Guitar: “Forever Thine Gavotte” by Charles
Henlein, copyright 1889. No enduring masterpiece, but here at least was American
guitar music preserved from before the age of recorded sound.
Unfortunately, Paul and I didn’t find any American guitar masterpieces that day.
Frankly, neither did I later, when I discovered there was lots more of this sort of
thing out there. (Vahdah Olcott-Bickford turned out to have rooms full of it.) From
these humble beginnings, I was able to gather together a collection of (I hoped)
1 Frederic V. Grunfeld, The Art and Times of the Guitar: An Illustrated History of Guitars and
Guitarists (London: Macmillan, 1969).
2 Tom Evans and Mary Anne Evans, Guitars: Music, History, Construction and Players from the
Renaissance to Rock (New York & London: Paddington Press, 1977). On page 286, under the
heading “The birth of the American guitar,” we read: “The sweet-toned gut-strung guitar
remained in the drawing rooms of the city. For those who were moving westward the sturdier
steel-string guitar was more suitable.”
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The very first piece of American
guitar music I unearthed in
Cleveland in 1975. Charles Henlein
(1863–1924) was a teacher of the
fretted instruments in Cincinnati.

representative American period music that Belwin Mills eventually released in a
poorly produced anthology.3 And while most of this music wasn’t that interesting
in itself (though some of it was quite charming), I found putting it in some kind of
context was. My curiosity was piqued. The hunt was on!
Computers have completely changed the way we conduct music research. For
example, that 1975 Cleveland excursion yielded a guitar duet by one Myra Marie
Cobb called “A Dream of Home,” copyright 1896. Women composers are surely of
interest, but with no frame of reference, what could I say about her? Today, a brief
Google search reveals that Sarah Meredith devoted an entire section to Cobb in a
2003 Florida State dissertation, “With a Banjo on Her Knee.”4 The material to follow was all written in the days before the Internet. The 1977 and 1981 articles were
pieced together on a portable Olivetti typewriter. It was researched and collated the
“old-fashioned” way through library catalogs and personal correspondence.
I was likely among the first to try writing about this subject from a historical
standpoint, but I am certainly not the last. Others, like Douglas Back, Donald Sauter,
Jeffrey Noonan, and Philip Gura, have added much light to my glimmer.
Historians search for what happened in the past; they don’t determine its relevance. In retrospect, I think I picked a poor time to fall upon this repertoire. The civil
rights movement of the 1960s had opened doors to cultural diversity. Interest turned
away from European traditions to focus more on the refreshing sounds of the early
southern blues masters, especially the recordings of Robert Johnson. It was to these
aural sources that attention turned when the roots of the American guitar began
3 Peter Danner, comp., The Guitar in America: A Historical Collection of Classical Guitar Music in
Facsimile (Melville, NY: Belwin Mills, 1978; with the cooperation of the Guitar Foundation of
America).
4 See Sarah Meredith, “With a Banjo on Her Knee: Gender, Race, Class, and the American
Classical Banjo Tradition, 1880–1915” (PhD diss., Florida State University, 2003), 192–207.
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Myra Marie Cobb (1845–1900) ran
a successful studio in Boston and
later in Cleveland, where she moved
in the early 1890s. See Meredith,
“With a Banjo on Her Knee,” 195.

being discussed, not to unearthing sheet music from a Victorian parlor. Following
the trail of notated music led to a musical world sometimes quaint, but more often
stale and hopelessly out of date. It lacked relevance and occasionally was guilty of
racial stereotyping, a reflection of the fact that it was intended for racially privileged
segments of society.
I close with a few thoughts I had while rereading these articles some forty years
after writing them and while selecting music facsimiles to accompany them.

The Articles
Notes on Some Early-American Guitar Concerts [1977]
My first Soundboard article in 1977 explored the subject of the guitar on the early
American concert stage.5 It’s hard to research such an under-explored area when
primary sources are unavailable. For this article I relied heavily, perhaps too heavily,
on Oscar Sonneck, the one scholar then known to have studied early-American
concert programs. Today, online searches of early American newspapers might be
rewarding, although finding titles for the specific pieces played may prove sketchy.
The only similar study I know is Douglas Back’s “Guitar on the New York Concert
Stage, 1816–1890, as Chronicled by George C. D. Odell and George Templeton Strong.”6
A Noteworthy Early-American Guitar Treatise: James Ballard’s Elements of 1838 [1981]
In 1981, I was tipped off by Eric Van Voorheis, to whom I owe a debt of gratitude,
that a copy of an unusual guitar method was for sale at a modest price from a used
bookstore in Berkeley, California. James Ballard’s Elements turned out “unusual”
5 “Notes on Some Early-American Guitar Concerts,” Soundboard 4, no. 1 (February 1977):
8–9, 21; reprinted with minor revisions in Soundboard Scholar, no. 7 (2021), https://
digitalcommons.du.edu/sbs/vol7/iss1/8.
6 Douglas Back, “Guitar on the New York Concert Stage, 1816–1890, as Chronicled by George
C. D. Odell and George Templeton Strong,” Soundboard 25, no. 4 (Spring 1999): 11–18.
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enough to warrant an article.7 This eventually earned Ballard an entry in The New
Grove Dictionary of American Music. Even today in 2021 biographical information on
Ballard has failed to materialize, although I should mention the short work with the
promising title he devised in 1855: History of the Guitar from the Earliest Antiquity to
the Present Time. This, unfortunately, turns out to be basically an advertising brochure
for William Tilton guitars, whose instruments he likely sold to his students.
It’s amazing how much hit-and-miss was involved doing historic research when
you mainly had the LOC catalogue system working for you, not search engines.
Oscar Sonneck, for years head music librarian at the Library of Congress, was fond
of saying, “What’s hit is history, what’s missed stays mystery.” Isn’t that the truth?
Consider those 1845 ads in the Ballard article. I was in the Stanford stacks looking
through old New York newspapers for any Ballard reference, when I found a run of
Poe’s short-lived Broadway Journal and there he was!
The Guitar in Nineteenth-Century America: A Lost Social Tradition [1985]
In 1985, I tried to come to terms with the people this music was written for.8 A piece
titled “Forever Thine Gavotte” doesn’t sound much like something intended for singing cowboys on the trail or any of the other standard American stereotypes. Music is
the most social of the arts. For me, one of its greatest appeals is trying to picture the
audience it was originally intended for, be it a royal wedding, a cozy fireside serenade,
or a Burning Man festival. Yet even today, most American guitar studies focus on
the instruments rather than on the people who played them. Because this music was
meant mainly for domestic consumption by young ladies, the term “parlor guitar”
has grown up around this repertoire, although the term wasn’t used at the time. But
neither was it called “classical,” a word I find far more ambiguous.
The Guitar in America as Mirrored in Cadenza (1894–1924) [1991]
It is thanks to John Stropes of Milwaukee that I was able to obtain a complete thirty-year run of Cadenza on microfilm for the 1991 article.9 It was then largely a matter
of rolling the reels through a viewer while taking notes. I focused on the annual
concerts of the American Guild, where the guitar wasn’t always center stage, to give
my report some sense of cohesion. Other approaches would have been equally valid.
Today, Cadenza, Crescendo, and numerous others like them can be found online
7 “A Noteworthy Early-American Guitar Treatise: James Ballard’s Elements of 1838,”
Soundboard 8, no. 4 (November 1981): 270–76; reprinted with minor revisions in Soundboard
Scholar, no. 7 (2021), https://digitalcommons.du.edu/sbs/vol7/iss1/9.
8 “The Guitar in Nineteenth-Century America: A Lost Social Tradition,” Soundboard 12, no. 3
(Fall 1985): 292–98; reprinted with minor revisions in Soundboard Scholar, no. 7 (2021),
https://digitalcommons.du.edu/sbs/vol7/iss1/10.
9 “The Guitar in America as Mirrored in Cadenza (1894–1924),” Soundboard 18, no. 3 (Fall
1991): 10–19; reprinted with minor revisions in Soundboard Scholar, no. 7 (2021), https://
digitalcommons.du.edu/sbs/vol7/iss1/11.
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due to the efforts of such people as Robert Coldwell. Because of its length, it was
felt desirable to divide this article into sections, something that wasn’t done on its
original publication
Modern technology has allowed us to add death dates to several individuals
mentioned in the Cadenza article:
• Johnson C. Bane died in 1934 and was buried in his hometown of Waynesburg,
Philadelphia.
• Carl W. F. Janson was born in Norway of Swedish parents and died in 1938.
• C. D. (Cornelius Daniel) Schettler died in Salt Lake City in 1931. He seems the
lone American guitarist of the time to have lived in Europe, but he was there
primarily as a missionary, not a musician.
• Jennie Durkee Ostander died in Los Angles in 1941.
• Elsie Tooker Howard died in 1934 in San Francisco.
Since these articles were originally published, several relevant articles have appeared in Soundboard:
• For insight into Vahdah Olcott-Bickford, see “Vahdah Olcott-Bickford as Seen
Through the Eyes of The Cadenza,” Soundboard 25, no. 1 (Summer 1998): 20–23; as
well as “Vahdah the Letter Writer” in the same issue, pp. 23–26. These were both
compiled by Peter Danner.
• An autobiographical sketch “Looking Backwards,” by William Foden, from
The Crescendo, 1917–18, will be found in “William Foden in His Own Words,”
annotated by Peter Danner, Soundboard 23, no. 1 (Summer 1996): 35–38.
• For a broader context of the subject see Jeffrey Noonan, “Culture, Commerce, and
Aesthetics in Late Nineteenth-Century America: The Guitar in America’s BMG
Movement,” Soundboard 31, no. 1 (2005): 47–53.

Return with Us Now
The five facsimiles presented here also ran in Soundboard and are intended to give a
taste of the music discussed in the articles.10 For those too young to remember, the
overall title of the series, Return with Us Now, was lifted from a once-famous radio
10 “Return with Us Now: Featured Facsimiles from the Soundboard Archive,” Soundboard
Scholar, no. 7 (2021), https://digitalcommons.du.edu/sbs/vol7/iss1/12. The original fascimiles and introductions appeared in Soundboard from 1978 to 1994: Reissinger/Meignen,
Weber’s Last Waltz, Soundboard 5, no. 2 (May 1978): 48–49; Blantchor, Admired Cotillions,
Soundboard 7, no. 3 (August 1980): 121–23; Coupa, Waltzes 1 and 2, Soundboard 12, no. 1
(Spring 1985): 53–57; Bateman, Shaker’s Dance, Soundboard 17, no. 4 (Winter 1991): 50–53;
Mack/Holland, Weston’s March to Chicago, Soundboard 20, no. 3 (Winter 1994): 50–54.
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(later television) Western adventure program, The Lone Ranger. At one time, seemingly
every schoolchild in America could intone (and parody) its elaborate introduction,
which to the stirring strains of Rossini’s “William Tell” Overture, concluded:
Return with us now to those thrilling days of yesteryear. From out of the past come
the thundering hoofbeats of the great horse Silver! The Lone Ranger rides again!!!

I ran this feature in Soundboard for over twelve years. Pieces were selected for
suitability, legibility, and (frankly) finding something with a story. No doubt I would
express things differently today and perhaps have more selections to choose from.
Concocting guitar settings for familiar tunes of the day was a common practice. It is
sometimes difficult to tell if a piece is an original composition or an arrangement. I
have taken the phrase “composed and arranged by” to mean the composer first wrote
it at a piano keyboard and later adapted it for guitar. There were few copyright laws in
those days and music teachers looked for sellable music everywhere. James Ballard,
for example, had a guitar version of Balfe’s “I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls” out
within weeks of Bohemian Girl first hitting the New York stage.
A few remarks on my original commentary:
Reissinger/Meignen, Weber’s Last Waltz
To lump Leopold Meignen together with such names of the time as Blantchor, Weiland,
and Lhulier is perhaps doing him a bit of a disservice. Evidence shows that Meignen
grew in stature to become a major figure in Philadelphia music. He became conductor
of the Philadelphia Orchestra’s predecessor, the Music Fund Society. His obituary
in the New York Times of June 6, 1873, describes him as “a musician of distinction,
whose name has been familiar to two generations of Philadelphia.” While Weber’s
Last Thought may make for an interesting story, I would have preferred presenting
one of Meignen’s original guitar compositions, pieces that, together with those of
J. B. Coupa, I consider superior to most of the rest. Unfortunately, I couldn’t find a
suitably presentable print.
Blantchor, Admired Cotillions
Francis Blantchor is a name found on many of the guitar sheets published in
Philadelphia around the time Andrew Jackson was in the White House. M’Elroy’s
Philadelphia Dictionary for the Year 1839 lists him as “prof. of guitar and singing,
31 Carter al[ley].” In writing about his set of cotillions, I relied heavily on a dance treatise first published in 1802, for the simple reason that it was the one such book at hand.
Its anonymous author used “Saltator” as a pen name. In her study of nineteenth-century dance, Elizabeth Aldrich points out that this was the first book on dance ever
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published in the United States and that it continued “to reflect eighteenth-century
attitudes.” She specifically mentions Saltator’s description of cotillions as “significant.”11
Coupa, Waltzes 1 and 2
Philip Gura has shed new light on both Coupa himself and on his relationship with
C. F. Martin, with whom Coupa had a long-term business relationship. Gura identifies Coupa as a native of Spain who may have settled in Boston before moving to
New York, since he published a method in the former city.12 An illustration from
this method is on the cover of the Spring 1985 Soundboard. Public concerts in New
York in the early 1840s, mentioned by G. T. Strong in his diary, only enhanced his
reputation as a teacher. Letters between Coupa and Martin cease in February of 1850.
By 1852, Coupa had died: in that year, Martin received a letter from Coupa’s widow,
Susan, in which she declares her intention to leave for England.
Bateman, Shaker’s Dance
In retrospect, I now suspect Bateman’s Shaker’s Dance might be an original theme
meant to invoke the spirit of the Shaker movement. The title page shows how difficult
it often is to distinguish original works from arrangements: “Beethoven’s Dream”
turns out to be by neither Beethoven or Bateman, but a waltz by one E. Revere.
And here on this same page is Weber’s Last Waltz recycled yet again. Evening Star
is undoubtedly lifted from Wagner, but the audience this music was designed for
(largely middle-class women) would not have cared.
Mack/Holland, Weston’s March to Chicago
Why did the publisher go to the expense of providing such an elaborate cover to
such a seemingly inconsequential piece as this little march by a minor composer
like Mack (whose name doesn’t even appear on the title page)? The titular Weston
was a master self promoter who would win a ten thousand dollar bet if he completed
the walk in thirty days (excluding Sundays). His progress was followed avidly in the
popular press. He received death threats from gamblers who bet he’d lose. He gave
public lectures to large crowds along the way on the health benefits of walking. His
route took him right through Cleveland, the home of both publisher S. Brainard &
Sons and Justin Holland, who earned much of his living providing Brainard with
guitar arrangements. Is it possible Brainard commissioned Mack to write this piece
and sold it as a souvenir on the big day Weston came through town?
11 Elizabeth Aldrich, From the Ballroom to Hell: Grace and Folly in Nineteenth-Century Dance
(Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1991), 207.
12 Philip F. Gura, C. F. Martin and His Guitars, 1796–1873 (Anaheim Hills, CA: Centerstream,
2012), 67. For Coupa’s correspondence with Martin see p. 77.
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Left This illustration
is taken from Coupa’s
Instruction Book of the
Guitar, published in
Boston in the 1820s
by Coupa himself,
probably for the use of
his own students. A copy
(probably incomplete)
is in the Boston Public
Library. In spite of the
lettering on the book
on the stand opposite
the young lady (Sequel
to the Instruction Book
by J. B. Coupa), there is
no evidence a sequel
was ever published.

Above Highway marker VA-WP13 in Chesapeake,
Virginia, commemorating Justin Holland, placed
by the Department of Historic Resources in 2012.

right The cover for Holland’s series Gems
for the Guitar, showing his typical output.

Holland’s notable life was summed up on a marker (WP13) placed on US Highway
17 near his Virginia birthplace.
Justin Holland was a 19th-century pioneer African American of the classical guitar,
community leader, and abolitionist. Born in Norfolk County about 1819, he left for
Massachusetts in 1833. There he took music lessons and learned to play the guitar. He
moved to Cleveland, Ohio, in the 1840s, became a music teacher, and arranged several
hundred pieces of music for the guitar. He also played an active role in the movement
to secure equal rights for African Americans and attended the first National Negro
Convention in Philadelphia in 1830. He died at his son’s home in New Orleans on
24 Mar. 1887.

•
The articles and facsimiles discussed in this narrative are reprinted online in Soundboard
Scholar, no. 7, in the section “From the Soundboard Archive”: to see all issues of Soundboard
Scholar, visit http://soundboardscholar.org.
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About the Author
Peter Danner attended the first meeting of the Guitar Foundation of America
in Santa Barbara (1973), at which time he was representing the Lute Society of
America. He edited that society’s journal between 1975 and 1982 and served as its
president between 1977 and 1982. He was elected to the GFA board of directors in
1975 and served as its chairman between 1977 and 1985, at which point he stepped
down from the chairmanship to take over as chief editor of Soundboard from Jim
Forrest. He continued as Soundboard editor until 2001, when he resigned the post for
personal reasons. Peter was thus an eyewitness to the Guitar Foundation though its
formative years and contributed as a lecturer, coordinator, and adjudicator at many
of the Foundation’s events.
Peter is a graduate of the University of California, Santa Barbara, and holds a PhD
in music history from Stanford University (1967). He pursued an active performing
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career in the early seventies but abandoned this to concentrate on teaching, writing,
and family. For many years he taught at Menlo College in Menlo Park, California,
where he devised an innovative course in music appreciation, meant more to teach
the vocabulary of music than instill a love for Haydn (let alone Schoenberg) string
quartets to an audience not prepared to accept them. Peter is now retired but still
involves himself in his twin loves of music and history. He has too many CDs of
classical music (guitar and otherwise) and sees to it that they’re not neglected. He
involves himself in the local history of the San Francisco Bay Area, which, being
Silicon Valley, has seen changes that would have been unimagined fifty years ago.
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